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INTRODUCTION
At MSRI, in late 1990, E. C. Dade stated his ordinary and projective
conjectures and announced that strengthened versions of these conjectures
could be made which were amenable to induction and could be reduced to
w xquestions about simple groups. See also 3]5 . The conjectures concern
numbers of complex irreducible characters in certain p-blocks for a prime
number p.
At present, it is our understanding that a statement of the ‘‘final’’ form
of the ‘‘inductive’’ conjecture which admits the reduction mentioned above
Žhas not yet been published Dade has informed us that the version which
w x .appeared in 5 needs further refinement . It also seems likely that the
reductions announced by Dade will not appear for several more years.
In view of this, we feel that it would be a service to certain sections of
the representation-theoretic community to present a self-contained proof
of the conjecture of the title for p-solvable groups, as there is no published
Žproof of this case currently available or even a preprint version, as far as
.we are aware .
The reader should take note of the fact that p-solvable groups are more
amenable to the Clifford-theoretic reductions of block theory than are
Žgeneral finite groups although they already throw up problems of formi-
dable difficulty}for example, we are fortunate here to be able to assume
w x .the results of Kulshammer and Puig 10 as one of our starting points and¨
should not be misled into believing that the necessary Clifford-theoretic
reductions in the general case will be as straightforward.
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1. STATEMENT OF THE CONJECTURE
Ž .Let G be a finite group, p a rational prime number, and K, R, F a
‘‘sufficiently large’’ p-modular system. This includes the requirement that
R is a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic 0, with field of
Ž .fractions K, such that F s RrJ R is algebraically closed of characteristic
< <p. We also require that K contain a primitive G th root of unity. Asp
usual, for a non-zero integer n and a prime number q, the highest power
of q dividing n is denoted by n . The hypotheses on F and R imply that Kq
contains p9-roots of unity of all orders. Hence we may, and do, suppose
that K contains all p9-roots of unity in C, the complex root of unity
e2p i r <G < p, and the rational field Q.
Let X be a finite p9-central extension of a section of G. Then the
Krull]Schmidt theorem holds for finitely generated RX modules, as R is
complete. We may identify complex characters of X with K-valued charac-
ters of X. Whenever we speak of characters from now on, we will be
referring to complex characters. As is now customary, we say that an
d Ž . < <irreducible character, x , of X with p x 1 s X has defect d.pp
We will sometimes refer to blocks of the group algebra RX simply as
‘‘p-blocks of X.’’ Let b be a block of RX. We denote the set of irreducible
Ž .characters in b by Irr b . We denote the multiplicative identity of b by 1 .b
Ž .Now let Y be a central p-subgroup of X. We denote by N X, Y the set
of all normal chains of p-subgroups of X of the form
s s Q s Y - Q - ??? - Q ,Ž .Ž .0 1 n
Ž Ž ..where Q eQ for i s 1, . . . , n we include the singleton chain Y . Fori n
< <such a chain s , we let s s n, the number of p-subgroups appearing in s
Ž w xwhich strictly contain Y this is consistent with Knorr and Robinson 9 in¨
. sthe case that Y is trivial . We let V denote the maximal p-subgroup
appearing in s and let X denote the stabilizer of s under the naturals
Ž .conjugation action of X on N X, Y . We define the sum of blocks b ofs
w x ŽRX as in 9 as we are dealing with normal chains, this is just the sum ofs
.the usual Brauer correspondents of b for X . As is now customary, thes
notation L - M for finite groups L and M indicates that L is a proper
subgroup of M.
For b9 a sum of blocks of RX and d a non-negative integer, we let
Ž .k b9 denote the number of irreducible characters of defect d in b9. Mored
generally, for g a linear character of Y, we denote the number of
Ž .irreducible characters of defect d in b9 which lie over g by k b9, g .d
For a p-subgroup, Q, of X, we let Br denote the composition of theQ
natural epimorphism from RX to FX followed by the vector space
Ž . w Ž .xprojection from FX onto FC Q with kernel F X _ C Q . Then BrX X Q
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Q Žrestricts to a homomorphism of R-algebras from RX the subalgebra of
. Ž .RX consisting of the Q-fixed points under conjugation action to FC Q .X
Ž .We suppose from now on that O G , the unique largest normalp
Ž . Ž .p-subgroup of G, is contained in the center, Z G , of G. We set Z s O Gp
and we fix a block, B, of RG whose defect groups are not central in G.
Dade’s projective conjecture, in the version we prefer to treat, asserts
that
< <sy1 k B , l s 0Ž . Ž .Ý d s
Ž .sgN G, Z rG
for each linear character, l, of Z and every positive integer d. The
notation rG indicates that we are taking a full set of representatives for
the G-orbits under the given action.
Remarks. The reader may wonder why we only seem to consider
irreducible characters lying over linear characters of central p-subgroups.
We are dealing with a ‘‘blockwise’’ conjecture so, for a linear character, m,
of a central p9-subgroup, W, of G, either all irreducible characters in B
Ž .and, in fact, in every B lie over m or none do. The reader may alsos
w xwonder why we do not use radical chains. As explained in 9 , radical
chains may be interchanged with chains associated to various p-subgroup
Žcomplexes strictly, we are identifying chains which begin with Z with
.chains from the p-subgroup complex of GrZ . It will become apparent
that normal chains are more suitable for the proof of our main theorem.
ŽThe following observation noted by Hassan and Horvath in special
w x.cases in 8 is useful. Suppose that the formula
< <sy1 k B s 0Ž . Ž .Ý d9 s
Ž .sgN G, Z rG
Žwhich we henceforth call the ‘‘weak’’ version of Dade’s projective conjec-
.ture for G holds whenever d9 is a positive integer; G is a homomorphic
image of G of the form GrZ for a subgroup, Z , of Z; and B is the1 1
unique block of RG which is the image of B under the natural epimor-
phism from RG to RG. Then
< <sy1 k B , l s 0Ž . Ž .Ý d s
Ž .sgN G, Z rG
for each linear character, l, of Z, and each positive defect d.
We outline a justification. Fix a choice of such d and l. By induction, if
Žl is not faithful we may suppose that the appropriate alternating sum with
Ž < <. .d9 s d y log ker l in place of d is 0 for G s Grker l. Hence we may,p
and do, suppose that l is faithful and that Z is cyclic. Next, considering
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Ž .GrV Z , we may delete from the alternating sum of the ‘‘weak’’ version1
Ž .for G the contribution from characters which lie over non-faithful linear
Ž .characters of Z and still obtain 0. As usual, V Z denotes the subgroup of1
Z generated by the elements of order p in Z. All faithful linear characters
of Z are p-conjugate, so that the number of irreducible characters of fixed
defect of any B which lie over any one of them is independent of thes
particular faithful linear character chosen.
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the formula appearing in Dade’s projecti¤e
Žconjecture fails to hold for some defect, d, and some linear character, l, of
Ž ..the central subgroup Z s O G for the block B of RG, and that firstp
w Ž .x < <G : Z G and then G ha¤e been minimized subject to such a failure
Ž .occurring. Then O G , the unique largest normal p9-subgroup of G, isp9
central in G.
Ž .Theorem 1 or, more precisely, its proof yields a proof of Dade’s
projective conjecture for p-solvable groups. A p-solvable finite group H
Ž . Ž . Ž .such that O H O H F Z H is Abelian. Dade’s projective conjecturep p9
Žis vacuously true for Abelian groups, so the proof of Theorem 1 with the
.arguments restricted to p-solvable groups shows that no p-solvable coun-
terexample to Dade’s projective conjecture exists.
We will have occasion to deal with Morita equivalences between p-blocks
Žof various finite groups. These Morita equivalences which are for blocks
.defined over R induce defect-preserving bijections between the sets of
Žirreducible characters in the equivalent blocks one explanation of this is
that such Morita equivalent blocks have the same decomposition matrix D
Ž .under a suitable labeling , so they have the same Cartan matrix C. The
y1 T Žmatrix DC D which is a scalar multiple of the famous Brauer]Feit
.matrix determines the number of irreducible characters of each defect in
the equivalent blocks, since its rows may be used to index the irreducible
Žcharacters in either block, and the defect of the irreducible character for
.either block corresponding to its ith row is d , the smallest non-negativei
d i .integer such that p times the ith row has integer entries . In the case of
Morita equivalences obtained via Fong correspondence, this defect-pre-
serving bijection can also be seen directly from the usual character-theo-
retic constructions.
Before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 1, we mention some
w xconsequences. C. Eaton, in 6 , has recently proved that Dade’s projective
w x Žconjecture implies Conjecture 4.1 of 12 the reverse implication being
. w ximmediate . Hence Conjecture 4.1 of 12 is valid for p-solvable groups, so
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w xthat the consequences of that conjecture derived in 12 are valid for such
groups. Perhaps the most interesting of these is:
THEOREM 2. Let H be a finite p-sol¤able group and b be a p-block of H
with defect group D. Suppose that b contains an irreducible character of defect
d9, lying o¤er the linear character g of the central p-subgroup, W, of H. Then
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .there is a subgroup, U, of D with U s O N U and C U s Z U , andp H D
there is an irreducible character of U, lying o¤er g , which has defect d9.
w xRemark. L. Barker, in 1 , proves a result implying most of Theorem 2
Žexcept that it is not clear that the p-subgroup he produces is radical, so
that his result does not seem to give the full strength of the p-solvable case
w x w x.of the consequence of Conjecture 4.1 of 12 stated in Theorem 5.1 of 12 .
The proof of the p-solvable case of Dade’s projective conjecture yields
Žanother proof of the p-solvable case of Alperin’s weight conjecture con-
sider the case that Z is trivial, sum over all defects d, and use the
w x.formulation of Alperin’s weight conjecture given in 9 . We take the
opportunity to point out that the ‘‘sketch’’ proof of Alperin’s weight
w xconjecture for p-solvable groups given in Robinson and Staszewski 11 is
Ž w x .not invalid as L. Barker, in 2 , asserts since it invoked the results of
w x Ž .Kulshammer and Puig 10 then in preprint form .¨
Proof of Theorem 1. Let G, B, Z, l, and d be as in the statement of
Ž Ž ..the theorem. Suppose further that O Z G - N where N eG and thatp9
N has order prime to p.
By the minimality of G and the discussion at the end of Section 1, the
formula of the ‘‘weak’’ form of the conjecture fails for B with our chosen
defect d. Let m be an irreducible character of N which lies under B.
Ž .Whenever Q is a p-subgroup of the inertial subgroup, I m , of m in G,G
Ž . Ž .we let f m denote the Glauberman correspondent of m for C Q .Q N
Suppose first that m is G-stable. Then, as usual, we may construct a
ˆfinite p9-central extension, say G, of G, using the projective representa-
ˆtion of G associated to m. Then G may be assumed to have a finite cyclic
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆcentral p9-subgroup W such that GrW ( G. Also, G may be assumed to
ˆ ˆ ˆhave a normal subgroup, N, naturally isomorphic to N, such that N l W
ˆis trivial. Identifying m with an irreducible character of N, we may extend
ˆm to an irreducible character, m say, of G.ˆ
ˆ ˆ ˜ ˜We set GrN s G and, more generally, we denote the image in G of a
ˆ ˆ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜w Ž .xsubgroup, Y, of G by Y. Then GrW ( GrN and we note that G : Z G
w x w Ž .xF G : ZN - G : Z G .
˜ ˜Fong correspondence now gives a unique block, B, of RG corresponding
to, and Morita equivalent to, B. More precisely, let g be the unique linearˆ
ˆcharacter of W covered by m and identify this naturally with a linearˆ
˜character, g , of W. Then there is a bijection between the set of blocks of˜
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˜RG covering the complex conjugate of g and the set of blocks of RG˜
covering m. Furthermore, given one of the former blocks, inflating its
ˆirreducible characters to characters of G, then multiplying them by m,ˆ
ˆŽ .yields the inflations to G of the irreducible characters in the correspond-
ing block of RG.
Ž .Since N is a p9-group, there is a natural bijection between N G, Z rG
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ž .and N G, Z rG. Let bars denote images in GrN. First, as W is a central
˜ ˜ ˜p9-subgroup of G with GrW ( G, there is an obvious conjugacy-preserv-
˜ ˜Ž . Ž .ing bijection between N G, Z and N G, Z . We now describe in more
Ž . Ž .detail the bijection between N G, Z rG and N G, Z rG.
Ž .Clearly, G-conjugate chains in N G, Z map to G-conjugate chains in
Ž .N G, Z . On the other hand, let
s s Q s Z - Q - ??? - QŽ .Ž .0 1 n
Ž .be a chain in N G, Z . For each i, let P be the full pre-image of Q in G.i i
Let Q be a Sylow p-subgroup of P . For i - n, set Q s P l Q . Thenn n i i n
Ž . Ž .Q g Syl P , as P e P for each i in particular, Q s Z . Also, Q eQi p i i n 0 i n
Ž .for each i, so that we have produced a chain Q - Q - ??? - Q in0 1 n
Ž .N G, Z . We denote this chain by s . It is not unique, but is uniquely
determined by s and the choice of Sylow p-subgroups of P , so it isn
determined uniquely up to N-conjugacy by s .
Ž .Any chain t g N G, Z which maps onto s under the natural homo-
x x x1 2 nŽ .morphism from G to G has the form t s Z - Q - Q - ??? - Q1 2 n
with each x g N. We are really only concerned with the N-conjugacy classi
of t , so we may assume that x s 1 and we do so. Then, for each i, wen G
w xhave Q , x F Q l N s 1, so that t s s . Hence s has a unique N-con-i i n
Ž .jugacy class of pre-images in N G, Z . In particular, G-conjugate chains in
Ž . Ž .N G, Z ‘‘lift’’ to G-conjugate chains in N G, Z . The argument above also
shows that G s NG rN.s s
As a matter of interest, we remark that chains which are radical in
Ž . Ž .N G, Z need not have radical images in N G, Z in general, as can be
seen already in p-nilpotent examples.
Ž s .A key observation for the proof of the theorem is that G s N Vs NGs
Ž . Žfor all s g N G, Z . For using Dedekind’s modular law and the fact that
. Ž s . Ž s .N is a normal p9-subgroup of G we have N V s G N V sNG s Ns
Ž s .G C V s G .s N s
w xThis observation allows us to employ results from Harris and Knorr 7¨
w xand Kulshammer and Puig 10 . These results both concern p-blocks of a¨
group X which cover an X-stable p-block, b say, of a normal subgroup, T ,
of X. For our purposes, X may be taken to be a finite p9-central extension
w xof a section of G. The main result of 7 tells us that, for Q a defect group
of b, Brauer correspondence gives a bijection between blocks of RX which
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Ž .lie over b and blocks of RN Q which lie over the unique BrauerX
Ž . w xcorrespondent of b for RN Q . The main result of 10 has the conse-T
quence that if the block b is also nilpotent, then there is a Morita
Ž .equivalence between the corresponding blocks of RX and RN Q .X
Ž . ŽHere and later in the paper we make use of the compatibility first
.made explicit by Alperin between Glauberman correspondence and Brauer
correspondence in the case that the coprime group of operators is a
p-group.
Ž .Whenever s is a chain in N G, Z , each block in B has defect groupss
s Ž . w xscontaining V and lies over the Glauberman correspondent f m . By 7V
Ž s .with NG in the role of X and NV in the role of T , each block ofs
RNG which has a defect group containing V s and which lies over thes
unique block of RNV s covering m has a single Brauer correspondent for
Ž .sG . Furthermore, each block of RG which lies over f m occurs ass s V
such a Brauer correspondent. Moreover, as all p-blocks of p-nilpotent
groups are nilpotent, two such Brauer correspondent blocks are Morita
w xequivalent, by 10 .
Hence, using B , we may define the Morita equivalent sum, BX , ofs s
Harris]Knorr correspondent blocks for RNG , with all irreducible charac-¨ s
ters of BX lying over m. We may then use Fong correspondence to obtains
X ˜ ˜ Žfrom B a Morita equivalent sum of blocks, B say, of RG note thes s s˜
˜ .apparent distinction between this sum of blocks and B .s˜
˜ ˜In fact, B s B , but we explain this in more detail, as the fact thats s˜
Brauer correspondence and Fong correspondence commute in this way is
Žnot as widely known as it might be though the referee informs us that it
w x.can be deduced with some effort from Theorem 14.3 of 4 . This part of
the argument is quite general and does not rely on the fact that G is a
minimal counterexample.
For the sake of exposition, we consider the case that m extends to an
Žirreducible character of G in general, we would need to work with the
ˆ .group G discussed earlier in the proof . We choose a particular extension
of m, which we denote by mŽG., to an irreducible character of G. Whenever
we are dealing with a subgroup, X, of G which contains N, we set
Ž X . G Ž ŽG..m s Res m , an extension of m to an irreducible character of X.X
We let bars denote images in GrN. We choose a defect group, D, for B.
Ž .We set M s N D and H s NM. Then D is a defect group for the FongG
Žcorrespondent, B, of B. By Brauer’s First Main Theorem as H contains
.M there is just one Brauer correspondent, b9 say, of B for RH which has
defect group D. Let b be the unique Brauer correspondent of B for M.
Then b9 is also the Harris]Knorr correspondent of b for H s NM, so that¨
Ž .b9 lies over m, as b lies over the Glauberman correspondent f m .D
ŽG.Ž .  Ž .4 Ž .We know that Irr B s xm : x g Irr B and that Irr b9 s
ŽH . Ž .4um : u g Irr b for the Fong correspondent block, b, of b9 for RH
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Ž Ž .identifying characters in Irr B with their inflations to G, and likewise for
Ž . .Irr b and H .
Ž .We wish to prove that b is the unique Brauer correspondent for RH of
Ž Ž ..B note that H s M s N D . We need to establish the usual congru-G
ence for central character values on p-regular class sums of H with defect
group D.
Ž Ž ..We claim that for each p-regular x with D g Syl C x we may find ap G
Ž Ž ..p-regular pre-image, x, of x in H with D g Syl C x such thatp G
ŽG.Ž . Ž .m x f J R .
Ž .We choose a necessarily p-regular pre-image, y say, of x in G. Note
Ž Ž ..as N is a p9-group and D is a Sylow p-subgroup of C x that NDG
Ž .contains a Sylow p-subgroup of C yn for each n g N and that any suchG
Sylow p-subgroup is N-conjugate to a subgroup of D. Note also that D
acts by conjugation on the coset yN. Since mŽG. restricts irreducibly to N,
< ŽG.Ž . < 2 < < Ž .we know that Ý m yn s N f J R . It follows that there is someng N
w Ž .x ŽG.Ž . Ž .n9 g N such that D : C yn9 m yn9 f J R . Hence D must centralizeD
ŽG.Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..yn9 and m yn9 f J R . Then yn9 is p-regular, D g Syl C yn9 , andp G
ŽG.Ž . Ž .m yn9 f J R , so that we may take x s yn9.
Ž Ž ..Now we take a p-regular element x in H with D g Syl C x and wep G
choose a p-regular pre-image, x, of x in G of the type just described.
Ž . Ž .Let T denote the full pre-image in G of C x . Then D g Syl T , sox G p x
w Ž .x wthat, using Sylow’s theorem, we see easily that T : C x ’ T lx G x
Ž .x Ž .H : C x k 0 mod p , as M F H.H
Let x be an irreducible character in B and let u be an irreducible
character in b. Short calculations show that
ŽH . ŽH .x x m x x x m xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
G : C x s G : C x T : C xŽ . Ž . Ž .G G x GŽH . ŽH .x 1x 1 m 1 m 1Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
and that
u x mŽH . xŽ . Ž .
H : C xŽ .H ŽH .u 1 m 1Ž . Ž .
ŽH .u x m xŽ . Ž .
s H : C x T l H : C x .Ž . Ž .H x H ŽH .u 1 m 1Ž . Ž .
Also, using Brauer correspondence between B and b9, we have
x x mŽH . x u x mŽH . xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
G : C x ’ H : C x mod J R .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G HŽH . ŽH .x 1 m 1 u 1 m 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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ŽH .Ž . ŽH .Ž . w Ž .x w Ž .xSince m x rm 1 is a unit of R and T : C x ’ T l H : C xx G x H
Ž .k 0 mod p , we conclude that
x x u xŽ . Ž .
G : C x ’ H : C x mod J R .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G Hx 1 u 1Ž . Ž .
Ž .Hence b is the unique Brauer correspondent for RH of B.
This establishes that Fong correspondence and Brauer correspondence
Ž .commute in the desired fashion in the case that s s Z - D , where D is
a defect group for B.
We digress for a moment to discuss the behavior of Fong correspon-
dence when we have a pair of subgroups T and X of G, with N F T e X
Žand a block, b , of RX, lying over m, covering blocks b , . . . , b and no1 n
.others of RT.
Ž .We use bars over blocks of RX or RT covering m to denote their
Ž X .Ž . Fong correspondents for X or T respectively. Then Irr b s m f : f g
Ž .4Irr b , identifying characters in b with their inflations to characters of
ŽT .Ž . Ž .X. A similar description of Irr b , in terms of m and Irr b , may bei i
given for each i. Restricting irreducible characters in b to T , and doing
likewise with b and T , we deduce that the blocks of T covered by b are
precisely the Fong correspondents b , . . . , b of b , . . . , b respectively.1 n 1 n
Ž .Returning to the matter at hand, given a B-subpair Q, b , we may use0
U Ž Ž . .b the unique block of RQC Q lying over b to define the0 G 0
UX Ž .Harris]Knorr correspondent block, b , of RNQC Q which lies over m¨ 0 G
and has a defect group containing Q. Then bUX covers a unique block of0
Ž . X Ž .RNC Q , say b , which we will somewhat loosely refer to as theG 0
Harris]Knorr correspondent of b . Let b denote the Fong correspondent¨ 0 0
X Ž .of b . By the digression above, b is the unique block of RC Q covered0 0 G
by the Fong correspondent of bUX. This procedure gives us a subpair0
Ž .Q, b .0
Ž . Ž .Let D, b be a maximal B-subpair. We now have a subpair D, b ,1 1
which we claim is a maximal B-subpair. We observe that when we apply
Ž . Ž .the above procedure with D, b , the block b has defect group Z D .1 1
We take our previously defined block b for M and its Harris]Knorr¨
correspondent b9 for H. Then b lies over b and b9 lies over the1
XHarris]Knorr correspondent, b , of b . The Fong correspondent of b9 is b,¨ 1 1
which we already know to be the unique Brauer correspondent of B for
Ž . Ž .N D . From the digression above, we conclude that the blocks of RC DG G
Ž .covered by b are the Fong correspondents of the blocks of RNC DG
Ž .covered by b9. Hence b is one of these blocks and D, b is indeed a1 1
maximal B-subpair.
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Now we consider a more general chain s , with maximal p-subgroup V s.
Set L s NG and recall that L s G . We consider a block of RG , says s s s s
b , which is a summand of B . Let D be a defect group for b and recalls s s s
s Ž .that D contains the normal p-subgroup, V , of G so that D C D Fs s s G s
Ž .G . We choose a maximal b -subpair, D , b , which may also be vieweds s s 2
Ž .as a B-subpair. We note that Z D is the unique defect group for b . Wes 2
Ž .assume as we may, after possibly amending our original choice of D that
Ž . Ž .D, b contains D , b .1 s 2
Ž Ž . . Ž .There is a B-subpair D C D , b contained in D, b and contain-s D s ‘ 1
Ž .ing D , b . This too may be regarded as a b -subpair. Consequently, wes 2 s
Ž . Ž .have C D F D by the maximality of D , b as a b -subpair.D s s s 2 s
Ž .From now on, we regard D , b as a B-subpair. As above, we constructs 2
Ž . Ž .from this a subpair D , b . Now G contains D C D , so that b has as 2 s s G s 2
unique Brauer correspondent block for G , which we denote by b .s s
Let bX be the unique Harris]Knorr correspondent of b for RL . The¨s s s
Ž .earlier argument for G, H, and B may be applied with L in the role ofs
G and bX in the role of B. We deduce that the unique Brauer correspon-s
Xdent of b for G is the Fong correspondent of b . In other words, b is2 s s s
Xthe Fong correspondent of b . We wish to know that b is a Brauers s
correspondent of B.
Ž .To prove this, it suffices to prove that D , b is a B-subpair. Sinces 2
Ž . Ž .D, b is a B-subpair, it suffices to prove that D , b is contained in1 s 2
Ž .D, b .1
Ž . Ž .If possible, choose a B-subpair D , b , contained in D, b and3 3 1
Ž . Ž .containing D , b , which is maximal subject to the subpair D , b nots 2 3 3
Ž .being contained in D, b . Note that D - D and that, furthermore,1 3
Ž . Ž .C D s Z D , as D F D .D 3 3 s 3
Ž .Let E be a defect group for b . Then E F C D and certainly3 3 3 G s
Ž . Ž .Br 1 / 0. Hence E is contained in Z D , the unique defect groupE b 3 s3 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .for b . Consequently, E F C D s Z D , so that E s Z D , as2 3 D 3 3 3 3
Ž . Ž .Z D is contained in each defect group of every block of RC D .3 G 3
Ž .We set D s N D ) D and we work for a while within the group4 D 3 3
Ž . YX s NC D D . Corresponding to the block b is a block b of RX, lyingG 3 4 3 3
over m, having defect group D , which is the unique block of RX covering4
X Ž .the Harris]Knorr correspondent, b , or b for NC D . By the earlier¨ 3 3 G 3
Y Ž .digression, the Fong correspondent of b which has defect group D3 4
covers b .3
Ž . Ž . Ž .There is a B-subpair D , b lying between D , b and D, b and a4 4 3 3 1
YŽ .corresponding subpair D , b . The block b has defect group D and4 4 3 4
Ž . Y YD , b may be viewed as a maximal b -subpair containing the b -subpair4 4 3 3
Ž . Ž YD , b . Applying the earlier arguments with X in the role of G and b3 3 3
. Yin the role of B and using the fact that the Fong correspondent of b lies3
Ž . Ž .over b , we may conclude that D , b contains D , b .3 4 4 3 3
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Ž . Ž .By the maximal choice of D , we know that D, b contains D , b .3 1 4 4
Ž . Ž .This contradicts the fact that D, b does not contain D , b . This1 3 3
Ž .contradiction shows that D , b is, after all, a B-subpair.s 2
The conclusion of this part of the discussion is that the Fong correspon-
Xdent of b is a Brauer correspondent of B. On the other hand, given as
block b which is a summand of B , by essentially applying the aboves s
arguments in reverse we see that b occurs as a Fong correspondent ofs
one of the block summands of BX .s
ŽReturning to our proof of the main theorem, we obtain for our fixed
.‘‘bad’’ defect d
< < < <s s ˜y1 k B s y1 k B .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ž .d s d s˜
Ž .sgN G, Z rG ˜ ˜ ˜Ž .sgN G, Z rG˜
˜ ˜Ž .If O G ) Z, then the right-hand alternating sum vanishes by the usualp
elementary argument. Since we know that the left-hand alternating sum
˜ ˜Ž .does not vanish, we conclude that O G s Z. But then, by the minimalp
choice of G, the right-hand alternating sum vanishes, since it is that which
˜appears in the ‘‘weak’’ form of Dade’s projective conjecture for B. This
contradiction finally shows that m is not G-stable.
For the remainder of the proof, it is convenient to deal with the
Ž .conjecture via B-subpairs. Instead of working with N G, Z , we work with
Ž .N G, Z , whose chains have the formB
s , b s Q , b - ??? - Q , b ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 n n
Ž .where the p-subgroups appearing form a chain, s , in N G, Z and, for
Ž .each Q , the subpair Q , b is the unique B-subpair contained in thei i i
Ž s . Ž Ž ..B-subpair V , b s Q , b . There is a natural conjugation action of Gn n
Ž .on N G, Z . Note that the notation we adopt is justified by the fact thatB
Ž . Ž s .once the chain s g N G, Z and the block, b, of RC V are specified,G
the chain of subpairs is uniquely determined. Furthermore, this unique-
Ž .ness shows that the stabilizer G is precisely I b , the inertial sub-Žs , b. Gs
group of b in G . We observe that 1 is also a centrally primitives b
idempotent of RG , and we let b denote the block 1 .RG .Žs , b. Žs , b. b Žs , b.
Ž .For any s g N G, Z , the blocks which occur as summands of B are ins
Ž s .bijection with the orbits of G on B-subpairs of the form V , b , ass
s Ž s .V C V eG . Furthermore, given a choice of b, the block of RGG s s
Ž .induced characterwise from b is the block summand of B lyingŽs , b. s
over b. We note that, for any positive integer d, this induced block
Ž . < s < Ž . Ž . < s < Ž .contributes y1 k b towards y1 k B , as its irreducibled Žs , b. d s
characters are in defect-preserving bijection with the irreducible charac-
ters of b .Žs , b.
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For any positive defect d9 we may calculate
< <sy1 k BŽ . Ž .Ý d9 s
Ž .sgN G , Z rG
Ž Ž . .by counting for all s g N G, Z rG the contribution from G -orbits ofs
Ž s .B-subpairs of the form V , b . By the discussion above, this is the same as
Ž . Ž .taking the appropriate alternating sum over all s , b g N G, Z rG.B
Hence the ‘‘weak’’ form of Dade’s projective conjecture may be equiva-
lently stated as the requirement that
< <sy1 k b s 0Ž . Ž .Ý d9 Žs , b.
Ž . Ž .s , b gN G, Z rGB
for each positive defect d9.
Ž . w Ž .x w Ž .xThe inertial subgroup I m s I satisfies I : Z I - G : Z G , as IG
Ž .contains Z G and m is not G-stable. Let B9 be the block of RI which lies
over m and whose irreducible characters induce those of B. There is a
Ž . Ž .bijection between N G, Z rG and N I, Z rI which we now describe.B B 9
Ž . Ž .We choose as we may a maximal B-subpair D, b such that theD
Ž . ŽGlauberman correspondent f m lies under b . Implicit here is theD D
.assumption that D F I. Then D is a defect group for both B and B9. For
Ž .each subgroup, Q, of D, we let Q, b denote the unique B-subpairQ
Ž .contained in D, b . Such subpairs include a full set of representatives forD
the G-conjugacy classes of B-subpairs. For each subgroup, Q, of D, the
Ž .Glauberman correspondent f m lies under b .Q Q
Ž . Ž X . XWe wish to replace Q, b by a B9-subpair Q, b . We obtain b byQ Q Q
multiplying the block idempotent of b by e , which is the centrallyQ f Ž m .Q
Ž . Ž .primitive idempotent of RC Q associated to f m . This yields a cen-N Q
Ž . Ž Ž .trally primitive idempotent of RC Q it is easy to check that C Q is theI I
Ž . Ž .. Xinertial subgroup in C Q of f m , and b is defined as the correspond-G Q Q
Ž .ing block of RC Q . To check that this really is a B9-subpair, we need toI
Ž . Ž . ŽX Xknow that Br 1 involves Br 1 this is just the image of 1Q B 9 Q b bQ Q
Ž Ž . ..mod J R G .
Ž . Ž .Since 1 s 1 e and Br 1 appears in Br 1 , we have what weB 9 B m D b D BD
Žwanted when Q s D applying Br to both sides, then multiplying byD
Ž ..Br 1 since we assumed that e .1 / 0. For Qe D, we haveD b f Ž m . bD D D
Ž . Ž . Ž .Br e .1 s Br 1 .Br e .1 , so certainly e .1 / 0. Ap-D f Ž m . b D b D f Ž m . b f Ž m . bD D D Q Q Q Q
Ž .plying Br to the equation 1 s 1 e , then multiplying by Br 1 , weQ B 9 B m Q bQ
obtain what we wanted when Qe D. Repeating this argument enough
times gives the desired involvement for all subgroups Q of D, as all such
subgroups are subnormal in D.
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For any subgroup, Q, of D, the argument above also shows that
Ž X . Ž X .Q, b F D, b . Hence we have a canonical bijection between B-sub-Q D
Ž . Ž X .pairs contained in D, b and B9-subpairs contained in D, b , whichD D
Ž . Ž s .extends to a canonical bijection between chains s , b with V , b F
Ž . Ž . Ž s 9 . Ž X .D, b and chains s 9, b9 with V , b9 F D, b .D D
Ž . Ž X . CGŽQ.Ž .XWe note that we have N Q, b l I s N Q, b and that Tr 1G Q I Q C ŽQ. bI Q
Ž . Ž . Ž X .s 1 . From this we see that N Q, b s C Q N Q, b .b G Q G I QQ
Ž . Ž . g Ž .Suppose that Q, b and Q, b are both contained in D, b forQ Q D
Ž X .some g g G. We claim that the corresponding B9-subpairs Q, b andQ
Ž g X . Ž . g Ž g .g g gQ , b are I-conjugate. For b s b by the uniqueness of Q , bQ Q Q Q
Ž . Ž g . Ž ggF D, b . The Glauberman correspondent f m of the Q -stableD Q
g . Ž . gcharacter, m , of N clearly lies under b . Since all irreducible charac-Q
Ž g . Ž g .gters of C Q which lie under b are conjugate via elements of C QN Q G
Ž . ggto f m , we deduce that m may be conjugated to m by an element ofQ
Ž g . Ž .C Q . Hence there are elements x g I and c g C Q with g s cx.G G
Ž . x x x gX XNow we have 1 s e 1 s 1 , as m s m. Since Q s Q , theb f Ž m . b Žb .x x xQ Q Q Q
claim is established.
Ž X . Ž X . xOn the other hand, if Q, b and Q, b are B9-subpairs which areQ Q
Ž X . Ž . Ž . xboth contained in D, b for some x g I, then Q, b and Q, b areD Q Q
Ž .B-subpairs which are both contained in D, b . First, uniqueness subjectD
Ž X . X Ž X . xxto containment in D, b tells us that b s b . SinceD Q Q
x x
X X1 1 s e 1 1 e / 0,Ž . Ž .b b f Ž m . b b f Ž m .x x xQ Q Q Q Q Q
Ž . x Ž . xxwe certainly have 1 1 / 0, so that b s b .b b Q QxQ Q
Ž . Ž s .s sMore generally, given g g G and a chain s , b such that V , bV V
Ž s . g Ž .sand V , b are both contained in D, b , we may write g s cx forV D
Ž s .some x g I and some c g C V . This implies, in particular, thatG
Ž . g Ž . x Ž X .s s ss , b s s , b and then that the corresponding chains s , bV V V
Ž g X . Ž . Ž X .s g sand s , b are I-conjugate via x . Conversely, given a chain s , bŽV . V
Ž X . Ž X . xs sand an element x g I, with both s , b and s , b contained inV V
Ž X .D, b , we conclude from the earlier argument that the correspondingD
Ž . Ž . x Ž .s schains s , b and s , b are both contained in D, b .V V D
We have now demonstrated that the canonical correspondence between
Ž . Ž s . Ž . Ž . Ž s 9 .chains s , b with V , b F D, b and chains s 9, b9 with V , b9 FD
Ž X . Ž . Ž .D, b induces a bijection between N G, Z rG and N I, Z rI.D B B 9
Ž . Ž .Furthermore, for corresponding chains s , b and s , b9 , we have
G l I s I . There is a defect-preserving bijection between theŽs , b. Žs , b9.
irreducible characters in b and in the analogously defined blockŽs , b.
X Ž .sb , since I l G is the inertial subgroup of f m in G .Žs , b9. Žs , b. V Žs , b.
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Ž .We thus obtain for our fixed ‘‘bad’’ defect d
< <sy1 k bŽ . Ž .Ý d Žs , b.
Ž . Ž .s , b gN G, Z rGB
< <s 9 Xs y1 k b .Ž . Ž .Ý d Žs 9 , b9.
Ž . Ž .s 9 , b9 gN I , Z rIB9
Ž .If O I ) Z, then the usual elementary argument shows that thep
right-hand alternating sum is zero, a contradiction, as the left-hand alter-
Ž .nating sum does not vanish by hypothesis. Hence O I s Z.p
By the minimal choice of G, the formula of Dade’s projective conjecture
holds for B9, for each linear character of Z and each positive defect.
Hence the ‘‘weak’’ form of Dade’s projective conjecture and its subpair
version both hold for B9, for each positive defect. Thus the right-hand
alternating sum above is zero, a contradiction. The proof of Theorem 1 is
complete.
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